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Abstract: This paper investigates the fixed points and best proximity points of multivalued cyclic self-mappings in 
metric spaces under a generalized contractive condition involving Hausdorff distances. 
 
1. Introduction 
Important attention is being devoted along the last years to investigate fixed point theory for multivalued 
mappings concerning some relevant properties like, for instance, stability of the iterations, fixed points of 
contractive and nonexpansive self-mappings and the existence of either common or coupled fixed points 
of several multivalued mappings or operators. This paper investigates some properties of fixed point and 
best proximity point results for multivalued cyclic self- mappings under a general contractive-type 
condition based on the Hausdorff metric between subsets of a metric space and which includes a 
particular case the contractive condition for contractive single-valued self-mappings, including the 
problems related to cyclic self-mappings. This includes strict contractive cyclic self -mappings and Meir-
Keeler type cyclic contractions. Through this paper, we consider a metric space  dX ,  and a multivalued 
2-cyclic self-mapping BABAT :  (simply referred to as a multivalued cyclic self-mapping in the 
sequel) where A and B are nonempty closed subsets of X , so that   BT A and   AT B  and 
  0,  BAdistD . Let us consider the subset of the set of real numbers 
   RRR   zz :000 ,  RR  zz :0 , let the symbols ""  and ""  denote the logic 
disjunction (“or”) and conjunction (“and”),  and define the functions: 
        010AB: R,BAM ,        1010AB ,,BA                             (2.1) 
 
as follows: 
        ,,Ty,TxM,K,Ty,TxMmax,,K,Ty,TxM 21  
                 

  Ty,ydTx,xdTx,ydTy,xd/Ty,ydTx,xdyxdmaxKxma ,21,,,,   (2.2) 
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;    AB  BAy,x for some real constants      1010 ,,,,K  , where 
   1,0,0:   ,  
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    11,:1   , ;     11,:2   ,        
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Note that        1010AB ,,BA    is non-increasing since all its partial derivatives with 
respect to  ,,K  exist and are non-positive;    AB  BAy,x  and note also that the subsets 
 i ; 4321 ,,,i  are disjoint by construction. Let  XCL  be the family of all nonempty and closed 
subsets of the vector space X . If  XCLBA ,  then we can define   HXCL ,  being the generalized 
hyperspace of  dX ,  equipped with the Hausdorff metric    0: RXCLH : 
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The distance between A and B is  
        AydinfBxdinfyxdinfBAdistD
ByAxBy,Ax
,,,,

                                                            (2.6) 
2. Main results 
The main result generalizes the contractive condition of multivalued self-mappings of [3] based on 
Hausdorff´s generalized metric. It includes, in particular, a contractive condition for multi-valued self- 
mappings. The main result follows: 
 
Theorem 2.1: Let  dX ,  be a complete metric space and let BABAT : be a, in general, 
multivalued cyclic self-mapping, where XB,A   are nonempty, closed and subject to the contractive 
constraint through BABAT : : 
            D,,K,Ty,TxMTy,TxHy,xdTx,xd,,K,y,x                                    (2.7) 
for some R ,  10 ,K  and    , ;      ABBAy,x  . Assume also that 
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Then, the following properties hold: 
 
(i) There is  sequence  nx in BA  satisfying ii Txx 1 , Ni such that 
     nn xxdD ,1  ;  
1
2
1 1 K
DKx,xdsuplimD nn
n 
 
   
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If A and B are bounded sets which intersect then    nnn xxd ,11  and  nx is a Cauchy sequence, 
then bounded of limit in BA ,  with nn Txx 1 ; Nn for any given BAx 1 .  If A and B are not 
bounded then the above property still holds if   21 x,xd . 
  Dx,xdlim nn
n
  1
 if 
2
11
K
K  for any given BAx 1  with the sequence nx  being constructed 
such that nn Txx 1 .  If Ax 1  then the sequence of sets    ABTTx n 12  converges asymptotically 
to a subset  Az  of best proximity points in A  and the sequence of sets     BATTx n 2 converges 
asymptotically to a subset       BATzTz AB   of best proximity points in B with 
      ABTzTz BA  . 
If 0D , i.e. if  BA  then     01   nnnnmnmn x,xdlimx,xdsuplim , and any sequence  nx  
being iteratively generated as nn Txx 1 , for any BAxx 1 , is a Cauchy sequence which converges 
to a fixed point  BATzz   of  BABAT : . Assume that 0D , i.e.  BA , that 
A and B are, in addition, convex and that ii Tzz  ;  N,....,,Ni 21  are fixed points of 
BABAT : . Then, BAzz ji  and BATzTz ji  ;    N,....,,Nij,i 21 , that 
is,  the image sets of any fixed points are identical . 
 
(ii) Consider a uniformly convex Banach space  ,X , so that   d,X  is a  metric space for the norm -
induced metric  0: RXXd , and let A and B  be nonempty, disjoint, convex and closed subsets of 
X  with BABAT :  satisfying the contractive condition (2.7)-(2.8) with 
2
11
K
K . Then, a 
sequence nx2  built such that 122  nn Txx  with 2212   nn Txx is a Cauchy sequence in A  if Ax 1  
and a Cauchy sequence in B if Bx 1  so that     0,, 2221232   nnnnnn xxdlimxxdlim ; BAx  1 , 
and     Dxxdlimxxdlim nn
n
nn
n
  2121222
,, ; BAx  1 . If Ax 1  and   BATTxx  12  then 
the sequences of sets     11212 xTTxT nn   and  112 xT n  converge to best proximity points 
BA Tzz  and AB Tzz  in A and B , respectively. 
 
Proof: a) Take with no loss in generality Ax and Txy being arbitrary and assume that 
       yxdTx,xdTx,xd,,K,y,x ,  since    10 ,,,K,y,x  . Assume that 
   KTyTxMTyTxM ,,,,, 12  then, 
 
                          DTyTxMDTy,ydTx,xdDTyTxMTy,yd   ,, 12   
                         DTy,xdyxdmaxKDTy,xdTy,ydyxdmaxK  

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2
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2
,,,              (2.9) 
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since  10 ,K   what also implies that     DxT,xdTy,yd   1
1 . Then,  
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since    y,xdTxxd ,  ; Txy . 
 
b) Now, assume that    KTyTxMTyTxM ,,,,, 12   so that 
   TyTxMTy,yd ,1           DTy,xdyxdmaxKTy,xdTy,ydyxdmaxK 
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                      DTy,ydTx,xdTyTxM   ,2                                                                     (2.11) 
This implies also that     



 11
DTx,xdTy,yd and again (2.10) holds. As a result,  
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DyxdKmaxTy,yd  ; ByAx  ,  
by interchanging the roles of A and B , one also gets by proceeding in a similar way: 
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;       BATBAy,x  , where  10
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1
1
1
2 ,maxK . Note that, since BABAT : is cyclic, then BTx,y  if Ax  and 
conversely. 
Now, construct a sequence  nx in BA as follows Axx  1 ,   BATTxx  12 ,…. 
  BATTxx nn  122 ,..,   ABTTxx nn  212  which satisfies: 
 
        DKKx,xdKDKxxdKxxdD ni innnnn  220 112112111 ,,    ; Nn  
                            

 DK
K
Kx,xdK
n
n 2
1
1
1
12
1
1 1
1 ; Nn                                                     (2.13) 
Then,  
1
2
1 1 K
DKx,xdsuplimD nn
n 
 
 . On the other hand,  
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                               DKKxxdK
K
j
n
nj 21 11121
1
1,1
1
1    ; Nn                             (2.14) 
so that 
       DKKxxd
K
xxd n
n
n nn 21 1112
1
1 1 1,1
1,      ; Nn                                            (2.15) 
and we conclude that  nx  is a Cauchy sequence if 0D (i.e. if A and B intersect provided that they are 
bounded or simply if   12 , xxd ), since     01   nnnnmnmn x,xdlimx,xdsuplim , which has a limit  
z  in X ,  since  dX ,  is complete, which is also in BA  which is nonempty and closed since A and 
B are both nonempty and closed since   BAT  and   ABT  .  On the other hand, for any 
distance 0D  between A and B : 
        DK
K
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n
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i
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   ; Nn (2.16) 
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   ; Nn         (2.17) 
        DKKxxdKDxxdKxxd nnnnnn  2112122122211232 1,,,0    
          DKKxxdK nn 21122231 1,       DKKKKxxdK nn 231211321241 1,     
                                DK
K
Kx,xdKDKx,xdK
n
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i
in  2
1
2
1
13
2
1
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0 113
2
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1

   ; Nn            (2.18) 
Note that the sequences   1nn x,xd and   2nn x,xd  are bounded if 1x and 12 Txx   are such that 
  21 x,xd  what is always guaranteed if A and B are bounded. If 
2
11
K
K then one gets from the 
above relations that 
     Dxxdlimxxdlim nn
n
nn
n
  12222232 ,,   
where ATxx nn  212 , BTxx nn   1222 and ATxx nn   2232 . Thus, any sequences  of sets 
 12 nx and  nx2  contain asymptotically best proximity points of A and B , respectively, if Ax 1 and, 
conversely, of B and A if Bx 1 . This follows by contradiction since, if not, for each Nk , there exists 
some    Rk , some subsequence   Njkjn  of natural numbers with knn jkmk   for jm  , 
and some related subsequences of real numbers  12 kjnx and  kjnx2 such 
that    Dxxd kjkj nn 1222 ,  so that   Dxxd kk nn  1222 ,  as kn is impossible.  
Now,  assume 0D  and consider separately the various cases in (2.3)-(2.4),  by using the contractive 
condition (2.7),    subject to (2.2), to prove that  there exists Tzz in BA  to which all sequences 
converge  by using       00 1 nnnnmnmn x,xdlimx,xdsuplimD   BAzxn  with  nx  
being a Cauchy sequence since  d,X  is complete and A and B  are nonempty and closed. 
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Case 1:   1 ,,K,y,x ,              KTzTzMTzTzM,,K,Tz,TzM ,,,,,,, 1221   .  
Then,              Tz,zdTzzdTz,zd,,K,z,zTz,zd 21,    if   1,   .Thus, the 
contradiction    Tz,zdTz,zd   holds if   1,   , 0  and Tzz . Hence, Tzz if 
  1,   with 0  since Tz is closed. If 0  then 10    so that 
     Tz,zdTzzdTz,zd  ,  if Tzz . Hence, Tzz if 0  and   1,0   . The proof that 
Tzz  if   2,    is similar since     12 ,,    from the definitions of the sets 1  
and 2 , and the fact that distances have the symmetry property. 
 
Case 2:    1,,K,z,z  ,           KTzTzMTzTzM,,K,Tz,TzM ,,,,,, 123   .  
Then,            TzzdTz,zd,,K,y,xTz,zd ,1    if   3,    which fails for Tzz if  
and only if  21  . But      


   1-1
2
1,210:3 /,, so that  21   
and then the inequality fails if Tzz . Hence, Tzz  since Tz is closed. 
 
Case 3:    
 

1
1,,K,z,z ,          KTzTzMTzTzM,,K,Tz,TzM ,,,,,, 124   . 
 Then,          TzzdTz,zd,,K,z,zTz,zd ,
1
1 
 
  if   4,    which fails for 
Tzz if and only if 
 

1
1 , equivalently if and only if      211 . But 
          


  1211-1
2
1,210:4  ,/,, so that the inequality 
fails if Tzz . Hence, Tzz  since Tz is closed. 
 
Case 4:   1 ,,K,y,x ,         KTzTzM,,K,Tz,TzMTzTzM/K ,,,,,210 12   . 
Then,                Tz,zdTz,zdKTz,zdTz,zdzzdmaxKTz,zd,,K,z,zTz,zd 



2
,,,  
which is a contradiction for any Tzz . Hence, Tzz  since Tz is closed. 
 
Case 5:   K,,K,y,x 1 ,         KTzTzM,,K,Tz,TzMTzTzMK/ ,,,,,121 12   . Then,  
          TzzdTz,zd,,K,z,zTz,zdK ,1        
                               Tz,zdTz,zdKTz,zdTz,zdzzdmaxKTzzd 



2
,,,,  
which is a contradiction if Tzz . Hence, Tzz  since Tz is closed. A combined result of Cases 1-5 is 
that  0D    BATzzxn   for any BAx 1 . Now,  assume again that BA  and that 
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there are two distinct fixed points   xyyx TzzTzz   necessary located in BA  to which the 
sequences  nx  and  ny  converge to BAz   and   BAzq  , respectively, where nn Txx 1 , 
nn Tyy 1  for Nn where   BAxy,x  111 . Assume also that TqTz  . One gets from the 
contractive condition  (2.7), subject to (2.2)-(2.4), that:     
        




Tz,ydsup,Tq,xdsupmaxTz,qd,Tq,zdmax
TqyTzx
                                                                     
                                                   qzdqzdKTzqdTqzdqzdmaxK ,,,,1/2,,   
Thus, construct sequences nn Tzz 1 , nn Tqq 1   with zz 1  and qq 1  such 
that    nn q,zdq,zd 1         nn z,qdz,qd 1  for Nn . Since BAqz ,  which is nonempty, 
closed and convex, there exists  00 nn   for any given  R  such that nx  and nq  are in BA  for 
0nn  . Then,  Tzzˆqn   and  Tqqˆzn  as n  with BATzz   and BATqq  . 
Hence, TqTz  in BA  contradicting the hypothesis that such sets are distinct. Property (i) has been 
proven. 
 
Property (ii) is proven by using, in addition, [Lemma 3.8, ref. 4], one gets: 
     Dxxdlimxxdlim nn
n
nn
n
  12222232 ,,   0, 1232   nnn xxdlim  
for any sequence  nx  with BAx 1  and nn Txx 1 since  dX , is a uniformly convex Banach space, 
A and B  are nonempty and disjoint closed subsets of X and A is convex. Note that Lemma 3.8 of ref. 4 
and its given proof remain fully valid for multivalued cyclic self-maps since only metric properties were 
used in its proof. It turns out that  12 nx is a Cauchy sequence, then bounded, with a limit Az in A , 
which is also a best proximity point of BABAT : in A since  
           DzxdlimzxdlimxxdlimDzxdlimxxdlim An
n
An
n
nn
n
An
n
nn
n


,,,,, 22222221222
 
and then  nx2  converges to some point in BTzz AB  , which is also a unique best proximity point in 
B  (then AB Tzz  and BTz A  ), since  dX , is a uniformly convex Banach space and A and B  are 
nonempty closed and convex subsets of X . In the same way, ATzz BA  . Also,  nx2  is bounded 
and  12 nx is bounded sequences since  nx2  is bounded and D . Also, if Bx 1  and B  is convex 
then  the above result holds with BTxx nn  212 , ATxx nn   1222 and BTxx nn   2232 .  Now, 
for 0D , the  reformulated five Cases 1-5 in the proof of Property (i) would lead to contradictions 
  0,  DzzdD BA  if BA Tzz  or if AB Tzz  . From Proposition 3.2 of ref. 4, there exist 
BA Tzz  and AB Tzz   such that    BBAA Tz,zdTz,zdD   since BABAT : is cyclic 
satisfying the contractive condition (2.7)-(2.8), where A and B are nonempty and closed subsets of a 
complete metric space  d,X , with  convergent subsequences  12 nx  and  nx2 in both A  and B , 
respectively, for any Axx  1 and in B and A , respectively, for any given Byx  1 . Assume some 
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given sequence  12 nx in A , being generated from some given Ax 1 with nn Txx 212  , which 
converges to the best proximity point BA TzAz  in A of BABAT : . Assume also that  there 
is some sequence  ny2 , distinct of   nx2 , in A generated from   Axy  11 with nn Tyy 212   which 
converges to AzA 1  where AB TzBz   is a best proximity point in B of BABAT : . Consider 
the metric space  d,X  obtained by using the norm- induced metric in the Banach space  ,X  so that 
both spaces can be mutually identified to each other. Since   Dy,xd   for any Ax  and By , it 
follows that        AABBAAAB Tz,zdTz,zdTz,zdz,zdD 1  if BA TzAz 1 , where Az  and Bz  
are best proximity points of BABAT : in A and B . Hence, BAA Tzz,z 1 and  AB Tzz  and then 
any sequence converges to best proximity points . Hence Property (ii) has been proven.                        □ 
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